In considering the organisation of a new Service it is well to find a model to build after, to follow its lines, taking from it such as seems good, rejecting that not serviceable, and so shaping something suited to the end in view and capable of change, modification, and evolution. A medical organisation that has functions such as have been stated for a State Medical Service is the Army Medical Service. This corps carries out measures to prevent disease, advises commanding officers and army committees, suggests regulations, treats the sick, and educates in the way of health by lectures, by pamphlets, by private talks the officers and men of the British Armies. Since its functions are so parallel to the functions suggested for a State Medical Service it may be that this organisation can be usefully considered as a model from which hints for the new organisation contemplated may be gained, though the differences of the conditions will necessitate wide divergences of the new from the tried. Haying sketched out slightly something of the central county organisation and something of the extreme end of the whole county organisation, it is convenient to rough in the intervening portion. It has been suggested that the county will be divided into sub-divisions under deputychief medical men. Since in most counties the county council offices are in the largest town of the county, and certainlv in a large town, it is probable that this urban area would form one of the divisions. There would then be in it the chief medical officer of the county and his staff and a deputy-chief medical officer and his staff, and the staff that served the division. As this particular sub-division is by hypothesis urban and compact, it might not be necessary to divide it into sub-districts, a course that would be necessary in large areas of more scattered population, so one large central hospital would serve it. There would be a large medical officers' block, with more "than one common room, an extensive' library, a long range ?of consulting-rooms, dressing-rooms, nurses' waiting-rooms, offices, and so forth. Senior medical officer would be an important appointment. The man holding it would require a secretarial and clerical staff. The large hospital would have large wards for admission to which no charge would he made, and small wards use of which would entail a small payment, and single wards and small suites that would be rented at high figures to the wealthy sick. The chief laboratories and the research department of the county would be near by. The hospital, since it is in the chief "town of the county, would serve m?re than its own division. To it would be sent material for elaborate ?examinations, and cases of special interest and difficulty from anywhere in the county. It might boast a medical school. It would be organised into medical and surgical divisions, each under a selected head, who would be consulted by the men -treating cases in the wards and outside of them and who would be competent to give the best advice and the most highly ^killed surgical aid. Any medical man of the subdivision would be entitled to send in any case he thought required treatment in hospital and to treat the case in the hospital himself, but subject to the supervision of the senior and specially selected head of the division. Or if he preferred, because of doubt of his own skill or because of pressure of other work, he would hand the case over to the head of the appropriate division for disposal. Special hospitals must, of course, be provided for infectious cases. In some towns there would be special hospitals for women and children, for lying-in, for eye cases, and so/ forth ; in others such needs would be met by the setting aside of wards in the central general hospital. The staff serving a populous district would be a large community. If one medical man to each 3,000 was the basis on which the strength of the general duty staff was calculated, the number so obtained, plus residents in the hospitals, pathologists, consultants, and so forth, is the strength of the district. And all these men would be colleagues, not competing but working together in comradely association, bound by the ties of a common service and of a great corps, to belong to which is of each the pride. If the town were of very large size it would be divided into sub-districts of convenient size, each served by its own hospital. 
